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It Doesn’t Matter

by Abigail Skibowki ~ Daily Bull Newb

There are some things in life that you just
can’t explain, for everything else there’s
Google.

In response to the Twitter outrage, a new pageant starts in 2014 to replace Miss America. Will feature only white, protestant, middle-class women.

Weird Kid Down the Hall Still
Won’t Stop Talking About Tron
Legacy

I have been noticing quite the influx of hipsters on campus
lately and it doesn’t bother me too much. However, they
come here and they spread like a disease. One of the most
noticeable types of hipster is the Music Hipster. These people
try to outdo each other at every opportunity they get whenever it comes to the topic of music. I honestly don’t give two
snots how Skrillex makes you feel overcome with emotions.
Have you ever used Shazam? Put that up to a blender full of
nails and it comes up as Skrillex. That is really something to be
proud of.

Several RAs in East McNair have complained to Housing Director Travis Pierce following another outbreak
of that guy down the hall still obsessing over Tron
Legacy. The staff were demanding that the guy’s
room be “stripped of the fourteen posters, numerous action figures, and life-sized lightcycle replica”
because his poor roommate has “nowhere to put
anything. Literally, nowhere.”

To the guy who is sitting in the library listening to Chris Brown’s
Greatest Hits, turn that crud off...or at least down. You do
not need to have the volume at the loudest possible setting
while you creep that one girl’s Facebook you met on Saturday night. I know you think it might be cool to sing along a
little bit under your breath, but son, you sound like a white
Vanilla Ice.

TLP apologized to the frustrated RAs, explaining that
there isn’t a provision in the housing agreement for
forcibly removing someone’s possessions unless
they are contraband. Pierce also didn’t realize that
anyone still talked about Tron, since “that fad has
come and gone twice now, and graphics are probably 3x better now than they were in 2010.”

To the girl wearing leggings as pants, I know you feel like a
badass when you listen to Green Day, but it really does not
matter to anyone that you found them before their American
Idiot days. Congrats, that is literally their seventh studio album.
Another thing that I noticed is the HUGE headphones these
people sport. I know you probably paid a lot for them and
I am sure they have great sound quality, but how do you
manage to fit those things in your backpack? I can barely fit
my extra Ticon in my side pocket, much less a hardhat. Some
people use them as a neck warmer device, and I can respect
that. I can handle the swag.

The resident, who the Bull agreed not to name to
protect what privacy he has, routinely begins his
calculus homework by ominously declaring, “....THE
GRID. A mathematical frontier!” He repeatedly complains to his roommate about his favorite shower
never being available, but then “one day… I GOT
IN!” His CLU action figure doubles as an alarm clock,
which issues screeching renditions of ‘Derezzed’ every morning at 6:25.

What I’m trying to say is, it does not matter at all what you
listen to or when you found the cool new band. Nobody really cares; if they do, they should get a new hobby. Also, your
choice in music is probably going to be popular in a couple
months and you will lose your hipster “cred”. So just cool it.
And turn the volume down. Please.
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Repost IRL

by Anony-whaaat? ~ Daily Bull

People in his hall have begun avoiding this guy at all
costs, insisting that they can’t go even five minutes of
conversation without him mentioning that the consee Digorno on back
It is cruel, you know, that music should be so beautiful. It
has the beauty of loneliness of pain: of strength and freedom. The beauty of disappointment and never-satisfied
love. The cruel beauty of nature and everlasting beauty of
monotony.
--Benjamin Britten

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Don’t Settle For Crappy Pizza!
Get A Large Studio Pepperoni
Pizza For As Little As $8 !!
www.thestudiopizza.com
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By the way, you guys should check out “23” with Mike WiLL Made It, Miley
Cyrus (foam finger included), Juicy J (turnt as ever), and Wiz Khalifa. Straight
lyrical genius.

versation is so riveting he’s going to “store it on my identity disc forever!”
He has further been excluded from all hall votes on: movie nights, game
nights (frisbee-chucking duels are always his suggestion), food socials (“Jeff
Bridges totally sat by a bowl of grapes in Tron Legacy!”), sports outings
(motorbikes), and just about everything else.

The Week Ahead: Weather
by Elise Conley ~ Komandarm

In a strange turn of events, it seems that the snow has decided to hold off, allowing the end of September to remain chilly, sunny, and just windy enough
to really fuck up the Frisbockey tournament this weekend. In an effort for you
to be as prepared as possible for the week ahead, we’ve prepared a neat
little forecaster that’s just as accurate as the one you were going to look up
on the internet anyway.
SATURDAY: It’s going to rain. A lot. 70ish. Plus, naturally, wind. Y’all enjoy that
Frisbockey.
SUNDAY: Windy as fuck. 70ish.

Hallmates came to the Daily Bull with their pleas to end the madness, but
so far no one has been able to shut him up. His roommate has unofficially
moved in with a really quiet Asian kid down the hall, insisting that even
though he hates anime, it’s way better than watching Tron on repeat during
all waking hours (and some sleeping hours).
In an effort to be balanced and unbiased, the Bull is obligated to report
that for the one or two other people in the universe interested, there is a
newly formed club (guess who’s the president?) called the Tron Reenactment and Obsession Network (TRON). Meetings are on Tron Tuesdays at
Tron-thirty -- you may have to find this guy yourself and ask him, because
we couldn’t figure out when Tron-thirty is, either.
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Hey! Listen!

MONDAY: It might rain. No one really knows. Partly cloudy. Almost 70, which,
let’s be real, is a lie. Probably will either feel like 45 or 95. No real in between.

The Daily Bull

TUESDAY: Blizzard. 23ish, with 50 mph gusts. Projected opening date of
Mont Ripley.

We’re online!

WEDNESDAY: Mont Ripley closes. 85ish. Humid, with nary a draft to be found.
THURSDAY: 60 and breezy.
FRIDAY: When it rains it pours. (And opens doors. Who doesn’t like a little
Train sometimes?)
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by Alex Dinsmoor ~ Great Leader
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